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1 Introduction
Algorithmic information theory (AIT, for short) is a framework for applying information-theoretic and
probabilistic ideas to recursive function theory. One of the primary concepts of AIT is the program-size
complexity (or Kolmogorov complexi$ty$) $H(s)$ of a finite binary string $s$ , which is defined as the length of
the shortest binary input for a universal decoding algorithm $U$ , called an optimal $p_{J}rfix$-free machine, to
output $s$ . By the deflnition, $H(s)$ is thought to represent the amount of randomness of a finite binary
string $s$ . In particular, the notion of program-size complexity plays a crucial role in characterizing the
randomness of an infinite binary string, or equivalently, a real.
In [2] Chaitin introduced the halting probability $\Omega_{U}$ as a concrete example of random real. His $\Omega_{U}$
is defined as the probability that the optimal prefix-free machine $U$ halts, and is shown to be random,
based on the following fact:
Fact 1 (Chaitin [2]). The first $n$ bits of the base-two expansion of $\Omega_{U}$ solve the halting problem of $U$ for
inpu$ts$ of length at most $n$ . $\square$
In our former work [7], we investigated the relationship between the base-two expansion of $\Omega_{U}$ and
the halting problem of $U$ further. On the one hand, we considered the following converse problem of
Fact 1 in a general setting. Let $V$ and $W$ be arbitrary optimal prefix-free machines.
Problem 1. Find a succinct equivalent characterization of a total recursive function $f:N+arrow N$ which
satisfies the condition: For all $n\in N^{+}$ , if $n$ and the list of all halting inputs for $V$ of length at most $n$
are given, then the first $n-f(n)-O(1)$ bits of the base-two espansion of $\Omega_{W}$ can be calculated. $\square$
Theorem 3.1 below is one of the main results of the work [7]. It gives to Problem 1 a solution that the
total recursive function $f$ must satisfy $\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}2^{-f(n)}<\infty$ , which is the Kraft inequality in essence. Note
that the condition $\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}2^{-f\langle n)}<\infty$ holds for $f(n)=\lfloor(1+\epsilon)\log_{2}n\rfloor$ with an arbitrary computable real
$\epsilon>0$ , while this condition does not hold for $f(n)=\lfloor\log_{2}n\rfloor$ . On the other hand, it is also important
to consider whether the bound $n$ on the length of halting inputs given in Fact 1 is tight or not. In the
work [7], we considered this problem as well in the following form:
Problem 2. Find a succinct equivalent characterization of a total recursive function $f:N^{+}arrow N$ which
satisfies the condition: For all $n\in.N^{+}$ , if $n$ and the first $n$ bits of the base-two expansion of $\Omega_{W}$ are
given, then the list of all halting inputs for $V$ of length at most $n+f(n)-O(1)$ can be calculated. $\square$
Theorem 3.2 below, which is also one of the main results of the work[7], gives to Problem 2asolution
that the total $recu\infty ive$ function $f$ must be bounded to the above. Thus, we see that the bound $n$ on
the lengh of halting inputs given in Fact lis tight up to an additive constant.
It is $weU$ known that the bsse-two expansion of $\Omega u$ and the halting problem of $U$ are bring equivalent.
The results in the work [7] can be thought of $\epsilon s$ an elaboration of the Turing equivalence. Namely, in
the work [7], we $studi\propto 1$ the relationship between the $ba\infty$two expansion of $\Omega_{U}$ and the haltin$g$ problem
of $U$ using amore rigorous and insightful notion than the notion of Turing equivalence. As a $r\propto ult$ , we
revealed computational on$arrow wayness$ between tbe $ba\infty$two expansion of $\Omega_{U}$ and the halting problem of
$U$ in the form of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 together.
$\ln$ this paper, boeed on the same setting, we investigate the relationship between the $bas\triangleright$ two ex-
pansion of $Z_{U}(T)$ and the halting problem of U. Here, $Z_{U}(T)$ is the partition function at temperature
$T\in(0,1][5]$ . It is one of the thermodynamic quantities in the statistical mechanical interpretation of
AlT $[6|$ , and raeults in $\Omega_{U}$ in the case of $T=1$ , i.e., $Z_{U}(1)=\Omega_{U}$ . In the case where $T$ is acomputable
real with $0<T<1$ , we reveal computational equivalence, $i.e.$ , computational two-waynaes, between
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the base-two expansion of $Z_{U}(T)$ and the halting problem of $U$ . This contrasts the computational
one-wayness between the base-two expansion of $\Omega_{U}$ and the halting problem of $U$ .
2 Preliminaries
We start with some notation about numbers and strlngs which will be used in this paper. $N=$
$\{0,1,2,3, \ldots\}$ is the set of natural numbers, and $N^{+}$ is the set of positive integers. $Z$ is the set of
integers, and $\mathbb{Q}$ is the set of rationals. $\mathbb{R}$ is the set of reals. Normally, $o(n)$ denotes any function
$f:N^{+}arrow \mathbb{R}$ such that $\lim_{narrow\infty}f(n)’ n=0$ . On the other hand, $O(1)$ denotes any function $g:N^{+}arrow \mathbb{R}$
such that there is $C\in \mathbb{R}$ with the property that $|g(n)|\leq C$ for all $n\in N^{+}$ .
$\{0,1\}=\{\lambda, 0,1,00,01,10,11,000, \ldots\}$ is the set of finite binary strings where $\lambda$ denotes the empty
strin9, and $\{0,1\}^{*}$ is ordered as indicated. We identify any string in $\{0,1\}^{r}$ with a natural number in
this order, i.e., we consider $\varphi:\{0,1\}^{u}arrow N$ such that $\varphi(s)=1s-1$ where the concatenation $1s$ of strings
1 and $s$ is regarded as a dyadic integer, and then we identify $s$ with $\varphi(s)$ . For any $s\in\{0,1\}^{s},$ $|s|$ is the
length of $s$ . For any $n\in N$ , we denote by $\{0,1\}^{n}$ the set $\{s|s\in\{0,1\}^{*} \ |s| =n\}$ . A subset $S$ of
$\{0,1\}^{r}$ is caUed prefix-free if no string in $S$ is a prefix of another string in $S$ . For any subset $S$ of $\{0,1\}$.
and any $n\in Z$, we denote by $sr_{n}$ the set $\{s\in S||s|\leq n\}$ . Note that $S|_{n}=\emptyset$ for every subset $S$ of
$\{0,1\}^{r}$ and every negative integer $n\in Z$ . For any function $f$ , the domain of definition of $f$ is denoted.
by dom $f$ . We write $\iota$‘r.e.” instead of $t$‘recursively enumerable.”
Let $\alpha$ be an arbitrary real. For any $n\in N^{+}$ , we denote by $\alpha r_{n}\in\{0,1\}^{*}$ the first $n$ bits of the base-two
expansion of $\alpha-\lfloor\alpha\rfloor$ with infinitely many zeros, where $\lfloor\alpha\rfloor$ is the greatest integer less than or equal to
$\alpha$ . For example, in the case of $\alpha=5\prime 8,$ $\alpha r_{6}=101000$ . On the other hand, for any non-positive integer
$n\in Z$, we set $\alpha r_{n}=\lambda$ .
A real $\alpha$ is called $r.e$ . if there exists a computable, increasing sequence of rationals which converges to
$\alpha$ . An r.e. real is also called a left-computable real. On the other hand, a real $\alpha$ is called nght-computable
if $-\alpha$ is left-computable. We say that a real $\alpha$ is computable if there exists a computable sequence
$\{a_{n}\}_{n\in N}$ of rationals such that $|\alpha-a_{n}|<2^{-n}$ for all $n\in N$ . It is then easy to see that, for every $\alpha\in R$ ,
$\alpha$ is computable if and only if $\alpha$ is both left-computable and right-computable.
2.1 Algorithmic Information Theory
In the following we concisely review some definitions and results of AIT [2, 3]. A prefiZt-free machine is a
partial recursive function $C:\{0,1\}^{*}arrow\{0,1\}$ such that dom $C$ is a preflx-free set. For each prefix-free
machine $C$ and each $s\in\{0,1\}^{*},$ $H_{C}(s)$ is defined by $H_{C}(s):= \min\{|p||p\in\{0,1\}$ . &C(p) $=s\}$ (may
be $\infty)$ . A prefix-free machine $U$ is said to be optimal if for each prefix-free machine $C$ there exists
$d\in N$ with the following property; if $p\in$ dom $C$ , then there is $q\in$ dom $U$ for which $U(q)=C(p)$ and
$|q|\leq|p|+d$ . It is easy to see that there exists an optimal prefix-free machine. We choose a particular
optimal prefix-free machine $U$ as the standard one for use, and define $H(s)$ as $H_{U}(s)$ , which is referred
to as the progmm-size complexity of $s$ or the Kolmogorov $comple\dot{\Re}ty$ of $s$ . It follows that for every
prefix-free machine $C$ there exists $d\in N$ such that, for every $s\in\{0,1\}^{*}$ ,
$H(s)\leq H_{C}(s)+d$. (1)
Based on this we can show that, for every partial recursive function $\Psi:\{0,1\}^{:}arrow\{0,1\}^{*})$ there exists
$d\in N$ such that, for every $s\in$ dom $\Psi$ ,
$H(\Psi(s))\leq H(s)+d$ . (2)
For any $s,$ $t\in\{0,1\}$ , we define $H(s, t)$ as $H(b(s, t))$ , where $b:\{0,1\}^{r}x\{0,1\}^{*}arrow\{0,1\}^{s}$ is a particular
bijective total recursive function.
For any optimal prefix-free machine $V$ , Chaiten’s halting probability $\Omega_{V}$ of $V$ is defined as $\sum_{p\in domV}2^{-|p|}$ .
The real $\Omega_{V}$ is also called Chaitin $\Omega$ number. For every optimal prefix-free machine $V$ , since dom $V$ is
prefix-free, $\Omega_{V}\infty nverges$ and $0<\Omega_{V}\leq 1$ . For any $\alpha\in \mathbb{R}$ , we say that $\alpha$ is weakly Chaitin mndom if
there exists $c\in N$ such that $n-c\leq H(\alpha r_{n})$ for all $n\in \mathbb{N}^{+}[2,3]$ . Based on Fact 1, Chaitin [2] showed
that $\Omega_{V}$ is weakly Chaitin random for every optimal prefix-free machine $V$ .
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2.2 Partial randomness
In the work [5], we generalized the notion of the randomness of a real so that the degree of the randomness,
which is often referred to as the panial randomness recently (e.g. [4]), can be characterized by a real $T$
with $0<T\leq 1$ as follows.
Definition 2.1 (weak Chaitin T-randomness). Let $T\in(0,1]$ and let $\alpha\in$ R. We say that $\alpha$ is weakly
Chaitin T-random if there $e\dot{m}tsd\in N$ such that $Tn– d\leq H(\alpha r_{n})$ for all $n\in N^{+}$ .
Deflnition 2.2 (T-compressibility and strict T-compressibility). Let $T\in(0,1]$ and let $\alpha\in R$ . We say
that $a$ is T-compressible if $H(\alpha r_{n})\leq Tn+o(n)$ , namely, if $\lim\sup_{narrow\infty}H(\alpha r_{n})n\leq T$. We say that $\alpha$
is stnctly T-compressible if there exists $d\in N$ such that $H(ar.)\leq Tn+d$ for all $n\in N^{+}$ . $\square$
Note that, in the case where $T=1$ , the weak Chaitin T-randomness results in weak Chaitin random-
ness. If a real $\alpha$ is weakly Chaitin T-random and T-compressible, then $\lim_{narrow\infty}H(\alpha|_{n})n=T$, i.e., the
compression $mte$ of $\alpha$ equals to $T$ . Note, however, that the converse does not hold. Thus, the notion of
partial randomness is a stronger representation of compression rate.
In the work [5], we generalized Chaitin $\Omega$ number to $Z(T)$ as foUows.1 For each optimal preflx-free
machine $V$ and each real $T>0$ , the $par\cdot tition$ function $Z_{V}(T)$ of $V$ at temperature $T$ is defined as
$\sum_{p\epsilon domV}2^{-|p|’ T}$ . Thus, $Z_{V}(1)=\Omega_{V}$ . If $0<T\leq 1$ , then $Z_{V}(T)$ converges and $0<Z_{V}(T)<1$ , since
$Z_{V}(T)\leq\Omega_{V}<1$ . The following theorem holds for $Z_{V}(T)$ .
Theorem 2.3 (Tadali [5]). Let $V$ be an optimal prefix-free machine and let $T\in R$ . If $0<T\leq 1$ and
$T$ is computable, then $Z_{V}(T)$ is an $r.e$ . real which is weakly Chaitin T-random and T-compressible. $\square$
An r.e. real has a special property on partial randomness, as shom in Theorem 2.5 below. For any
r.e. reak $\alpha$ and $\beta$ , we say that $\alpha$ dominates $\beta$ if there are computable, increasing sequences $\{a_{n}\}$ and
$\{b_{n}\}$ of rationals and $c\in \mathbb{N}^{+}$ such that $\lim_{narrow\infty}a_{n}=\alpha,$ $hm_{narrow\infty}b_{\mathfrak{n}}=\beta$ , and $c(\alpha-a_{n})\geq\beta-b_{n}$ for all
$n\in N$ .
Definition 2.4 (T-convergence and $\Omega(T)$ -likeness, Tadaki [8]). Let $T\in(O, 1]$ . An increasing sequence
$\{a_{\mathfrak{n}}\}$ of $7tals$ is called T-convergent if $\sum_{n=0}^{\infty}(a_{n+1}-a_{\mathfrak{n}})^{T}<\infty$ . An $r.e$. real $\alpha$ is called T-converg $ent$
if there emsts a T-convergent computable, increasing sequence of rationals which converges to $\alpha$ . An
$r,e$ . real $\alpha$ is called $\Omega(T)$ -like $|f$ it dominates all T-convergent $r.e$ . reals. $\square$
Theorem 2.5 (equivalent characterizations of partial randomness for an r.e. real, Tadaki [8]). Let
$T\in(0,1]$ , and let $\alpha$ be an $r.e$ . real. Then the follouring three conditions are equivalent: $($:$)$ The real $\alpha$
is weakly Chaitin T-random. (ii) The real $\alpha$ is $\Omega(T)$ -like. (iii) For every T-convergent $r.e$ . red $\beta$ there
exists $d\in N$ such that, for all $n\in N^{+},$ $H(\beta r_{\mathfrak{n}})\leq H(\alpha r_{n})+d$ . $\square$
3 The Former Result: Computational One-Wayness
Theorem 3.1 (Tadaki [7]). Let $V$ and $W$ be optimal prefix-free machines, and let $f:N^{+}arrow N$ be a totd
recursive function. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exist an oracle determinis$tic$ ?bring machine $M$ and $c\in N$ such that, for all $n\in N^{+}$ ,
$M$dom $V|_{\mathfrak{n}}(n)=\Omega_{W}r_{n-f(n)-c}$ .
$(ii) \sum_{n=1}^{\infty}2^{-f(n)}<\infty$ . $\square$
Theorem 3.2 (Tadaki [7]). Let $V$ and $W$ be optimal prefix-free machines, and let $f:N^{+}arrow N$ be a total
recursive function. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exist an oracle deterministic $?bi\dot{\tau}ng$ machine $M$ and $c\in N$ such that, for all $n\in N^{+}$ ,
$M^{\{\Omega_{W}|,\}}(n)=$ dom $Vr_{\mathfrak{n}+f(n)-CJ}$ where the finite subset dom $Vr_{n+f(n)-c}$ of $\{0,1\}$ is represented
as a finite binary string in a certain format.
$(i|)$ The function $f$ is bounded to the above. $\square$
lIn $I5],$ $Z(T)$ is denoted by $\Omega^{T}$ .
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4 T-Convergent R.E. Reals
Let $T$ be an arbitrary computable real with $0<T\leq 1$ throughout the rest of the present paper. The
parameter $T$ plays a crucial role in the present paper.2 In this section, we investigate the relation of the
halting problems to T-convergent r.e. reals. In particular, Theorem 4.6 below is used to show the main
result I in the ncxt section. Recently, Calude, Hay, and Stephan $[1|$ showed the existence of an r.e. real
which is weakly Chaitin T-random and strictly T-compressible, in the case of $T<1$ , as foUows.
Theorem 4.1 (Calude, Hay, and Stephan [1]). Suppose that $T<1$ . Then there estst an $r.e$ . real
$\alpha\in(0,1)$ and $d\in Nsuch$ that, for all $n\in N^{+},$ $|H(\alpha|_{n})-Tn|\leq d$ . $\square$
We show that the same r.e. real $\alpha$ as in Theorem 4.1 has the following property.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that $T<1$ . Let $V$ be an optimal prefix-free machine. Then there extst an
$r.e$ . real $\alpha\in(0,1)$ , an oracle deterministic bring machine $M$ , and $c\in N$ such that $\alpha$ is weakly Chaitin
T-random and, for all $n\in N^{+},$ $M$dom $V$ I $r\tau_{\mathfrak{n}\rceil}(n)=\alpha r_{\mathfrak{n}-c}$ . $\square$
Calude, et al. [1] uses Lemma 4.3 below to show Theorem 4.1. We also use it to show Theorem 4.2.
Lemma 4.3 (Reimann and Stephan [4] and Calude, Hay, and Stephan [1]). Let $V$ be an optimal pnfix-
flee machine. Suppose that $T<1$ . Then there exists $c\in N^{+}such$ that, for every $s\in\{0,1\}^{*}$ , there exists
$t\in\{0,1\}^{c}$ for which $H_{V}(st)\geq H_{V}(s)+Tc$ . $\square$
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Suppose that $T<1$ . Let $V$ be an optimal preflx-free machin$e$ . Then it follows
from Lemma 4.3 that there exists $c\in \mathbb{N}+$ such that, for every $s\in\{0,1\}^{r}$ , there exists $t\in\{0,1\}^{C}$ for
which
$H_{V}(st)\geq H_{V}(s)+Tc$ . (3)
For each prefix-free machine $D$ and each $s\in\{0,1\}^{*}$ , we denote by $S(D;s)$ the set $\{u\in\{0,1\}^{|\iota|+c}|$
$s$ is a prefix of $u\ H_{D}(u)>T|u|\}$ .
Now, we define a sequence $\{a_{k}\}_{k\epsilon N}$ of finite binary strings recursively on $k\in N$ by $a_{k}:=\lambda$ if
$k=0$ and $ak$ $:= \min S(V;a_{k-1})$ otherwise. First note that $a_{0}$ is properly defined as $\lambda$ and therefore
satisfies $H_{V}(a_{0})>T|a_{0}|$ . For each $k\geq 1$ , assume that $a_{0},$ $a_{1},$ $a_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $a_{k-1}$ are properly defined. Then
$H_{V}(a_{k-1})>T|ak-1|$ holds. It follow from (3) that there exists $t\in\{0,1\}^{C}$ for which $H_{V}(a_{k-1}t)\geq$
$H_{V}(a_{k-1})+Tc$ , and therefore $a_{k-1}t\in\{0,1\}^{1a|+c}k-1$ and $H_{V}(a_{k-1}t)\geq T|a_{k-1}t|$ . Thus $S(V;a_{k-1})\neq\emptyset$ ,
and therefore $ak$ is properly defined. Hence, $a_{k}$ is properly defined for every $k\in N$ . We thus see that,
for every $k\in N,$ $a_{k}\in\{0,1\}^{ck},$ $H_{V}(ak)>T|a_{k}|$ , and $a_{k}$ is a preflx of $a_{k+1}$ . Therefore, it is easy to see
that, for every $m\in \mathbb{N}^{+}$ , there exists $k\in N$ such that $a_{k}$ contains $m$ zeros. Thus, we can uniquely define
a real $\alpha\in[0,1)$ by the condition that $\alpha r_{ck}=ak$ for all $k\in N^{+}$ . It follows that $H_{V}(\alpha r_{ck})>T|\alpha r_{ck}|$
for all $k\in N^{+}$ . Note that there exists $d_{\eta}\in N$ such that, for every $s,$ $t\in\{0,1\}$ , if $|t|\leq c$ then
$|H_{V}(st)-H_{V}(s)|\leq d_{0}$ . Therefore, there exists $d_{1}\in N$ such that, for every $n\in N^{+},$ $H_{V}(\alpha r_{n})>Tn-d_{1}$ ,
which implies that $\alpha$ is weakly Chaitin T-random and therefore $\alpha\in(0,1)$ .
Next, we show that there exists an oracle deterministic Turing machine $M$ such that, for all $n\in N^{+}$ ,
$M^{domV|}rr_{n|}(n)=\alpha r_{n-c}$ . For each $k\in N$ , we denote by $F_{k}$ the set $\{s\in\{0,1\}’|H_{V}(s)\leq[Tck\rfloor\}$ . lt
follows that
$ak= \min\{u\in\{0,1\}^{ck}|a_{k-1}$ is a prefix of $u\ u\not\in F_{k}$ } (4)
for every $k\in N^{+}$ . By the followmg procedure, we see that such an oracle deterministic Turing $m\epsilon\iota$}$\dot{u}ne$
$M$ exists.
Given $n$ and dom $Vr_{\lceil Tn\rceil}$ with $n\geq c$ , one first calculates the $k_{0}$ finite sets $F_{1},$ $F_{2},$ $\ldots$ , $F_{k_{0}}$ , where $k_{0}=$
$\lfloor n/c\rfloor$ . This can be possible because dom $V\uparrow\lceil Tn\rceil$ is available and $L^{Tck_{0}\rfloor}\leq\lceil Tn\rceil$ . One then calculates
$a_{1},a_{2},$ $\ldots$ , $a_{k_{0}}$ in this order one by one from $a_{0}=\lambda$ based on the relation (4) and $F_{1)}F_{2},$ $\ldots$ , $F_{k_{0}}$ . Finally,
one calculates $\alpha\uparrow n-c$ from $a_{k_{0}}$ and outputs it. This is possible since $\alpha\int_{ck_{O}}=a_{k_{O}}$ and $n-c<ck_{0}$ .
Finally, we show that $\alpha$ is an r.e. real. Let $p_{1},p_{2},p_{3},$ $\ldots$ be a particular recursive enumeration of
the infinite r.e. set dom $V$ . For each $l\in \mathbb{N}^{+}$ , we define a prefix-free machine $V^{(1)}$ by the following two
conditions (i) and (ii): (i) dom $V^{(l)}=\{p_{1},p_{2)}\ldots,p_{l}\}$ . $(\ddot{u})V^{(l)}(p)=V(p)$ for every $p\in$ dom $V^{(l)}$ . It is easy
to see that such prefix-kee machines $V^{(1)},$ $V^{(2)},$ $V^{(3)},$ $\ldots$ exist. For each $l\in N^{+}$ and each $s\in\{0,1\}$ , note
2The parameter $T$ corresponds to the notion of “temperature“ in the statistical mechanical interpretation of AIT
introduced by Tadaki [6].
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that $H_{V(I)}(s)\geq H_{V}(s)$ holds, where $H_{\gamma(l)}(s)$ may be $\infty$ . For each $l\in N$ , we define a sequence $\{a_{k}^{(l)}\}_{k\in\aleph}$
of finite binary strings recursively on $k\in N$ by $a_{k}^{(l)}$ $:=\lambda$ if $k=0$ and $a_{k}^{(l)}$ $;= \min(S(V^{(l)};a_{k-1}^{(l)})\cup\{a_{k\sim 1}^{(l)}1^{c}\})$
otherwise. It follows that $a_{k}^{(l)}$ is properly defined for every $k\in N$ . Note, in particular, that $a^{(l)}\in\{0,1\}^{ck}$
and $a_{k}^{(l)}$ is a preflx of $a_{k+1}^{\langle l)}$ for every $k\in N$ .
$k$
Let $l\in N^{+}$ . We show that $a_{k}^{(l)}\leq a_{k}$ for every $k\in N^{+}$ . To see this, assume that $a_{k-1}^{(l)}=a_{k-1}$ . Then,
since $H_{V(1)}(s)\geq H_{V}(s)$ holds for every $s\in\{0,1\}.$ , based on the constructions of $a_{k}^{(l)}$ and $a_{k}homa_{k-1}^{\langle l)}$
and $a_{k-1}$ , respectively, we see that $a_{k}^{(l)}\leq a_{k}$ . Thus, based on the constructions of $\{a_{k}^{\langle l)}\}_{k\in N}$ and $\{a_{k}\}_{k\in N}$
we see that $a_{k}^{(l)}\leq a_{k}$ for every $k\in N^{+}$ .
We define a sequence $\{r_{k}\}_{k\epsilon w}$ of rationals by $r_{k}=0.a_{k}^{\langle k)}$ . Obviously, $\{r_{k}\}_{k\epsilon w}$ is a computable
sequence of rationals. Based on the result in the previous paragraph, we see that $r_{k}\leq\alpha$ for every
$k\in N^{+}$ . Based on tbe constructions of prefix-free machines $V^{(1)},$ $V^{(2)},$ $V^{(3)},$ $\ldots komV$ , it is also easy
to see that $\lim_{karrow\infty}r_{k}=\alpha$ . Thus we see that $\alpha$ is an r.e. real. $\square$
Note that, using Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 5.4 below, we can give to Theorem 4.1 a different proof
$hom$ Calude, et al. [1].
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that $T<1$ . For every $\Gamma.e$ . real $\beta$ , if $\beta$ is T-convergent then $\beta$ is $st\dot{n}cu_{y}$
T-compressible.
Proof. Suppose that $T<1$ . Let $\beta$ be a T-convergent r.e. real. Using Theorem 4.1 we see that there exists
an r.e. real $\alpha$ such that $\alpha$ is weakly Chaitin T-random and strictly T-compressible. Since $\alpha$ is weakly
Chaitin T-random, using the implication $(i)\Rightarrow$ (iii) of Theorem 2.5 we see that, tor every T-convergent
r.e. real $\gamma$ , there exists $d\in N$ such that, for all $n\in N^{+},$ $H(\gamma r_{\mathfrak{n}})\leq H(\alpha|_{n})+d$. Since $\beta$ is a T-convergent
r.e. real, it follows that $H(\beta r_{n})\leq H(\alpha r_{n})+O(1)$ for all $n\in N^{+}$ . Thus, since $\alpha$ is strictly T-compressible,
$\beta$ is also strictly T-compressible. $\square$
Calude, et al. [1], in essence, shdwed the following result.
Theorem 4.5 (Calude, Hay, and Stephan [1]). If a real $\beta\dot{u}$ weakly Chaitin T-mndom and strictly
T-compressible, then there exists $d\geq 2$ such that a base-two expansion of $\beta$ has neither a run of $d$
consecutive zeros nor a run of $d$ consecutive ones. $\square$
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that $T<1$ . Let $V$ be an optimal prefix-free machine. For every $r.e$ . real $\beta,$ $if\beta$
is T-convergent and weakly Chaitin T-random, then there $e\dot{m}t$ an oracle deterrninistic ?lring machine
$M$ and $d\in N$ such that, for all $n\in N^{+},$ $M^{domV\mathfrak{l}r\tau_{\mathfrak{n}\rceil}}(n)=\beta r_{\mathfrak{n}-d}$.
Proof. Suppose that $T<1$ . Let.V be an optimal prefix-free machine. Then, by Theorem 4.2, there exist
an r.e. real $\alpha$ , an oracle deterministic Turing machine $M_{0}$ , and $d_{0}\in N$ such that $\alpha$ is weakly Chaitin
T-random and, for all $n\in N^{+},$ $M^{domV\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{|T\mathfrak{n}\rceil}}(n)=\alpha r_{n-d_{0}}$ . Since $\alpha$ is an r.e. real which is weakly Chaitin
T-random, it follow from the implication $(i)\Rightarrow$ (il) of Theorem 2.5 that $\alpha$ is $\Omega(T)$-like.
Now, for an arbitrary r.e. real $\beta$ , assume that $\beta$ is T-convergent and weakly Chaitin T-random. Then,
by Theorem 4.4, $\beta$ is strictly T-compressible. It follows $bom$ Theorem 4.5 that there exists $c\geq 2$ such
that the base.two expansion of $\beta$ has neither a run of $c$ consecutive zeros nor a mn of $c$ consecutive
ones. On the other hand, since the r.e. real $\alpha$ is weakly Chaitin T-random, from the definition of $\Omega(T)-$
likeness we see that $\alpha$ dominates $\beta$ . Therefore, there are computable, increasing sequences $\{a_{k}\}_{k\in N}$ and
$\{b_{k}\}_{k\in N}$ of rationals and $d_{1}\in N$ such that $\lim_{karrow\infty}a_{k}=\alpha$ and $\lim_{karrow\infty}b_{k}=\beta$ and, for all $k\in N$ ,
$\alpha-ak\geq 2^{-d_{1}}(\beta-b_{k})$ and $\lfloor\beta\rfloor=\lfloor b_{k}\rfloor$ . Then, by the following procedure, we see that there exists an
oracle deterministic Turing machine $M$ such that, for all $n\in N^{+},$ $M^{domV|f\tau_{\mathfrak{n}}t}(n)=\beta|_{n-(d_{O}+d_{1}+c+2)}$ .
Given $n$ and dom $V|\lceil Tn\rceil$ with $n>d_{0}+d_{1}+c+2$ , one first calculates $\alpha r_{n-d_{0}}$ by simulating
the computation of $M_{0}$ with the input $n$ and the oracle dom $V\square \mathfrak{s}Tn\rceil$ . One then find $k_{0}\in N$ such
that $0.(\alpha r_{n-d_{0}})<a_{k_{O}}$ . This is possible since $0.(\alpha r_{n-d_{O}})<\alpha$ and $\lim_{karrow\infty}a_{k}=\alpha$ . It follows that
$2^{-\langle n-do)}>\alpha-0.(\alpha r_{\mathfrak{n}-d_{O}})>\alpha-a_{k_{0}}\geq 2^{-d_{1}}(\beta-b_{k_{O}})$. Thus, $0<\beta-b_{k_{0}}<2^{-(n-d_{0}-d_{1})}$ . Let $t_{n}$ be
the first $n$ bits of the base-two expansion of the rational number $b_{k_{0}}-\lfloor b_{k_{O}}\rfloor$ with infinitely many zeros.
Then, $|b_{k_{O}}-\lfloor b_{k_{O}}\rfloor-0.t_{n}|\leq 2^{-n}$ . It follows $hom|\beta-\lfloor\beta\rfloor-0.(\beta r_{n})|<2^{-n}$ that $|0.(\beta r_{n})-0.t_{n}|<$
$(2^{d_{0}+d_{1}}+2)2^{-n}<2^{d_{0}+d_{1}+2}2^{-n}$ . Hence, $| \beta\int_{n}-t_{n}|<2^{d_{Q}+d_{1}+2}$ , where $\beta r_{n}$ and $t_{n}$ in $\{0,1\}$“ are regarded
as a dyadic integer. Thus, $t_{n}$ is obtained by adding to $\beta r_{n}$ or subtractlng from $\beta\lceil_{n}$ a $d_{0}+d_{1}+2$
bits dyadic integer. Since the base-two expansion of $\beta$ has neither a run of $c$ consecutive zeros nor a
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run of $c$ consecutive ones, it can be checked that the first $n-(d_{0}+d_{1}+2+c)$ bits of $t_{\tau\iota}$ equaJs the
first $n-(d_{0}+d_{1}+2+c)$ bits of $\beta r_{n}$ , Thus one can output $\beta r_{n-(d_{0}+d_{1}+c+2)}$ by calculating the first
$n-(d_{0}+d_{1}+c+2)$ bits of $t_{n}$ . $\square$
5 Main Results
Let $V$ and $W$ be optimal prefix-free machines. The following two theorems together show computational
equivalence, i.e., computational two-wayness, between the base-two expansion of $Z_{W}(T)$ and the halting
problem of $V$ in the case of $T<1$ .
Theorem 5.1 (main result I). Suppose that $T<1$ . Let $V$ and $W$ be optimal poefix-flee machines, and
le$tf:\mathbb{N}^{+}arrow N$ be a totd recursive function. Then the following two conditions are equivdent:
(i) There exist an oracle deterministic TUring machine $M$ and $c\in N$ such that, for all $n\in N^{+}$ ,
$M^{domV\uparrow|T\mathfrak{n}\rceil}(n)=Z_{W}(T)|_{\mathfrak{n}+f(n)-c}$ .
$(\ddot{u})$ The hnction $f$ is bounded to the above. $\square$
Theorem 5.2 (main result II). Let $V$ and $W$ be optimd prefix-free machines, and let $f:N^{+}arrow N$ be a
total recursive fimction. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) There $e$ ist an oracle deterministic Turing machine $M$ and $c\in N$ such that, for all $n\in N^{+}$ ,
$M^{\{z_{w}(T)r_{n}\}}(n)=$ dom $V \square rT\mathfrak{n}\rceil+\int(n)-c$ ’ where the finite subset dom $Vr_{r\tau_{n\rceil+f(n)-c}}$ of $\{0,1\}^{*}$ is
represented as a finite binary string in a certain fornat.
(ii) The function $f$ is bounded to the above. $\square$
Due to the 7-page limit, we only prove Theorem 5.1 in what follows. Let $W$ be an optimal preflx-free
machine. By Theorem 7 of Tadaki [8], $Z_{W}(T)$ is a T-convergent r.e. real. Moreover, by Theorem 2.3,
$Z_{W}(T)$ is weakly Chaitin T-random. Thus, the implication $(ii)\Rightarrow(i)$ of Theorem 5.1 follows immediately
from Theorem 4.6.
On the other hand, the implication $(i)\Rightarrow(ii)$ of Theorem 5.1 follows immediately $hom$ Theorem 5.3
below and Theorem 2.3. In order to prove Theorem 5.3, we need Theorem 5.4 below.
Theorem 5.3. Let $\beta$ be a real which is weakly Chaitin T-mndom, and let $V$ be an optimal prefix-free
machine. For every function $f:N^{+}arrow Z$ , if there exists an orade deterministic Ttiring machine $M$ such
that, for all $n\in N^{+},$ $M^{domV|_{\lceil Tn\rceil}}(n)=\beta r_{n+\int(\mathfrak{n})}$ , then the hnction $f$ is bounded to th$e$ above. $\square$
Let $M$ be a deterministic TNiring machine with the input and output alphabet $\{0,1\}$ , and let $C$ be
a prefix-free machine. We say that $M$ computes $C$ if the following holds: for every $p\in\{0,1\}$ , when
$M$ starts with the input $p,$ $(i)M$ halts and outputs $C(p)$ if $p\in$ dom $C$ ; (ii) $M$ does not halt forever
otherwise. We use this convention on the computation of a prefix-free machine by a deterministic Turing
machine throughout the rest of this paper. Thus, we exclude the possibility that there is $p\in\{0_{l}1\}^{*}$
such that, when $M$ starts with the input $p,$ $M$ halts but $p\not\in$ dom $C$ . For any $p\in\{0,1\}^{r}$ , we denote the
running time of $M$ on the input $p$ by $T_{M}(p)$ (may be $\infty$). Thus, $T_{M}(p)\in N$ for every $p\in$ dom $C$ if $M$
computes $C$ .
We define $L_{M}= \min$ { $|p||p\in\{0,1\}^{*}$ &M halts on input $p$} (may be $\infty$). For any $n\geq L_{M)}$
we define $I_{M}^{n}$ as the set of all halting inputs $p$ for $M$ with $|p|\leq n$ which take longest to halt in the
computation of $M$ , i.e., as the set $\{p\in\{0, 1\} ||p|\leq n\ T_{M}(p)=T_{M}^{n}\}$ where $\mathcal{I}_{M}^{Y1}$ is the maximum
running time of $M$ on all halting inputs of length at most $n$ . In the work [7], we slightly strengthened
the result presented in Chaitin [3] to obtain the following (see Note in Section 8.1 of Chaitin [3]).
Theorem 5.4 (Chaitin [3] and Tadaki [7]). Let $V$ be an optimal preflx-ffee machine, and let $M$ be a
deterministic Ihring machine which computes V. Then $n=H(n,p)+O(1)=H(p)+O(1)$ for all $(n,p)\square$
with $n\geq L_{M}$ and $p\in I_{M}^{n}$ .
Proof of Theore$m5.3$. Let $\beta$ be a real which is wealdy Chaitin T-random. Let $V$ be an optimal prefix-free
machine, and let $M$ be a deterministic Turing machine which computes $V$ . For each $n$ with $\lceil Tn\rceil\geq L_{M}$ ,
we choose a particular $p_{n}homI_{M}^{\lceil Tn\rceil}$ . For an arbitrary function $f:N^{+}arrow Z$ , assume that there exists an
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oracle deterministic Turing machine $M_{0}$ such that, for all $n\in N^{+},$ $M_{0}^{domV|_{\lceil Tn\rceil}}(n)=\beta r_{n+f(\mathfrak{n})}$ . Then,
by the following procedure, we see that there exists a partial recursive function $\Psi:N\cross\{0,1\}’arrow\{0,1\}$ .
such that, for all $n$ with $\lceil Tn\rceil\geq L_{h},$ ,
$\Psi(n,p_{n})=\beta\uparrow_{n+\int(n)}$ . (5)
Given $(n,p_{n})$ with $\lceil Tn\rceil\geq L_{M}$ , one first calculates the finite set dom $V\mathfrak{s}_{rTn\rceil}$ by simulating the
computation of $M$ with the input $q$ until at most the time step $T_{M}(p_{n})$ , for each $q\in\{0,1\}^{*}$ with
$|q|\leq\lceil Tn\rceil$ . This can be possible because $T_{M}(p_{n})=T_{M}^{\lceil \mathcal{T}n\rceil}$ for every $n$ with $\lceil Tn\rceil\geq L_{M}$ . One then
calculates $\beta r_{\mathfrak{n}+\int(n)}$ by simulating the computation of $M_{0}$ with the input $n$ and the oracle dom $Vr_{r\tau_{n}1}$ .$n$
It follows from (5) and (2) that
$H(\beta r_{n+f\langle n)})\leq H(n,p_{n})+O(1)$ (6)
for all $n$ with $\lceil Tn\rceil\geq L_{M}$ .
On the other hand, given $\lceil Tn\rceil$ with $n\in N^{+}$ , one only need to specify one of $\lceil 1/T\rceil$ possibilities of $n$
in order to calculate $n$ , since $T$ is a computable real and $T\neq 0$ . Thus, there exists a partial recursive
fu ction $\Phi:N^{+}x\{0,1\}xN^{+}arrow N^{+}\cross\{0,1\}^{*}$ such that, for every $n\in N^{+}$ and every $p\in\{0,1\}.$ , there
exists $k\in N^{+}$ with the properties that $1\leq k\leq\lceil 1/T\rceil$ and $\Phi(\lceil Tn\rceil,p, k)=(n,p)$ . It follows from (2)
and (1) that $H(n,p) \leq H(\lceil Tn\rceil,p)+\max\{H(k)|k\in N^{+} \ l\leq k\leq\lceil 1T\rceil\}+O(1)$ for all $n\in N^{+}$ and
all $p\in\{0,1\}$ . Hence, using (6) and Theorem 5.4 we have
$H(\beta r_{n+\int(n)})\leq H(\lceil Tn\rceil,p_{n})+O(1)\leq\lceil Tn\rceil+O(1)\leq Tn+O(1)$ (7)
for all $n$ with $\lceil Tn\rceil\geq L_{M}$ .
On the other hand, since $\beta$ is weakly Chaitin T-random, we have $Tn+Tf(n)\leq H(\beta r_{n+f(n)})+O(1)$
for all $n\in N^{+}$ . Combining this with (7), we see that $f$ is bounded to the above. $\square$
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